
1. RELEVANT LITERATURE REVIEW:

1. Md Chand, Mostak Hossain Ahmed Sharif Talukder (2018):- Indeed, tenacious

Santiago is the icon or symbol of hero, warrior, a Christ, a master and some others. As a

hero, he wins the fishing even after a long time. As a warrior, he sticks to his prey up to

the last hope; a Christ; he sacrifices himself in a bearing pains and hardship of life and as

a master, he teaches that young boy Manolin. He has won every battle of life through, he

had to undergo with lots of miseries to him, and life was a battle and win of towards. he

learns how to keep patience in difficult times but , he sacrifices his own life by

committing suicide later in his life and this can be the message to humanity that his death

is not the end but the begging of winning the tome [page 5]

2. Saranya R (2017):- A Hemingway hero starts with manliness and then occurs something

that shakes his nerves. The fear of death comes to him. His reaction is not to run away but

to face death or involve himself in circumstances fraught with deadly possibilities. Indeed

Henry’s joining the ambulance must be interpreted as his response to some frustration at

home. But it is the Austrian trench mortar at Gorizia that brings him the real intimation of

death. He is shaker to the core, but the Hemingway traits steps in simultaneously and he

faces that consequence stoically. He insists on the operation being done immediately. He

does not believe in dallying with pain. He wants to car front the worst without delay.

Everything pans out favorably and in a few months nursed and fondled by Catherine. He

is literally back on his legs. Therefore the crisis in his life comes when Catherine dies.

What his subsequent history is we are not told. A Hemingway hero often prefers the

nothingness or life. Indeed when Hemingway felt that he was becoming impotent he shot

himself dead.

3. Bhim Dahiya S Dahiya SPS (2017) It is rather long quotation. but in the absence of

Hemingway `s account of his convention with stein the reader is likely to impose his own

interpretation on the term lost generation and so on the title ‘’ the long quotation from

Hemingway `s autobiographical book is certainly an external evidence to what the author

has dramatized in the novel . And we can certainly do without this external evidence in

our interpretation of the novels.   Therefore even though we use the back ground material

as a source of information about the novel`s title and theme for a proper appreciation of

the work we must   rely on the internal evidence alone. The novel does , however , try to



capture a haunting sense of life `s transistorizes , which the experience of war did impart

to Jake , and his generation – the lost generation  [page 11,  12  ]

4. Ramjilal (2017) The old man loses the battle he has won. The winner takes nothing but

the sense of having fought the fight to the limits of his strengths, of having shown what a

man can do when it is necessary. He is undefeated only because he has gone on trying.

Enemies break through Santiago himself; he has reached a condition of absolute physical

exhaustion as well as    an absolute but not abject humility.  Santiago `s victory is the

moral victory of having persisted in his purpose without permanent damage to his belief

in the worth of what he has been doing. [ page 118]

5. Gandhi Neenah (2017):- In his works, Lawrence explores many themes such as love,

sex, religion, nature, and industrialization. However his personal vision of being, of the

ontological concept of the self is fully explored only in his novels [page 3]

6. Mahindra Mamta (2017):- In women in love, Lawrence describes a record of deep and

passionate desires of modern individual. It records the life experiences of Ursula, Gudrun

and their lovers Rupert Birkin and Gerald crèche respectively page 408

7. Choudhary Shikha And Dr Tyagi Pratibha (2017):- The life situations of the central

character in `Sons and lovers ‘’ could be understood better using the Marxist concepts of

class –consciousness in Sons and lovers is depicted a society which in the process of

undergoing a change from the old productive relation into capitalist mode of production

.page 106

8. Press Maple (2017):- Paul was just opening out from childhood into manhood. This

atmosphere, where everything took a religious value, came with a subtle fascination to

him. There was a something in the air. His own mother was logical. Here there was

something different something he loved, something that at times he hated. Book Sons

and Lovers page 143 by dh Lawrence maple press private limited www.maple.com.in

9. Dr Rani K. Usha (2016) - It is concluded that one should not be like the character of

Hemingway `s novels. A writer should have belonged mind and social responsibility.  In

a farewell to arms Hemingway uses painful experience of his own life and places them in

the novel. the main character of the novel Henry is based on himself and his personal

experience a farewell to arms is about the experience of love and war and love and man ,



the main character Henry deals with the over whelming adversities of death and death in

war and death in his own personal  life.

10. Shankar G and Jaya K (2016) Hemingway was not happy in the last years of his life.

The superficially set off alarm bells at f s I control center, ever cautions for any mention

of hostility. There were marks of psychological weakening in 1960. He became

unexpectedly concerned about money and security. He permitted to inter the mayo clinic

in November of 1960, where he actually was treated by electroconvulsive therapy for

several times, and he was released in January 1961. It can be said unhappy side special

impact of shock therapy is the damage of his memory, and for Hemingway it was terrible

loss. he was very said in his life [ page 2 to 5]

11. Xia Hong  li and Xia obing (2016) On Manolin `s symbolic meaning in the old man and

the sea the description of the relationship between the old man and the little boy make the

content of the work richer , and make the theme of the work expanded meanwhile the

beginning and the ending of description of Manolin`s love and respect for Santiago

strongly demonstrate that Santiago is extraordinary the relationship of between Manolin

and Santiago is kind of metaphor as the relationship between saints and Jesus.  Page 405 ]

12. Dr Charyalu G. Mohana (2016) Santiago `s remarkable traits of courage, strength , and

dignity . These are attributes in which he holds dear and close to his heart. These same

qualities he wishes to bequeath to his beloved Manolin, the only person left who keeps a

place in his dying heart. [page 308]

13. Kumari Nisha (2016):- The text like sons and lovers and lady Chatterley `s lover are

needed to be understood with the psychological perspective. since all literary works are

produced with the perspective of authors `s mind and what influences them

14. Parveen Abida (2016):- Odipious complex in Paul forces him to win egg cup for mother

just like winning girl friend. when his mother leaves him Paul is tense upset and in anger

as his girlfriend has left him and she gives time to Annie his sister , well fitted to

kiracofe`s investigation in perceived parental favoritism  and life style . Page 115.

15. Hishryar Muhammed Amen (2016):- In one of the chapters of women in love under

the title `` Mino, there is a clear emphasis on the will to power when Ursula went up the

hill to reach Birken`s house, she felt as though she was dreaming. In fact, when she

entered into a conversation with Birkin , she discovered more reality about life as she



argues with Birkin about love and individuality . As they argue about life and love,

suddenly their conversation turns to Mino, a male cat. Mino could symbolically represent

a male in the society. However, Lawrence uses imagery to convey his ideas and `` he is

very good at drawing concrete symbols which can convey his theme from the ordinary

objects of nature to characters``.  page 431

16. Sharma Mahababa Sarker (2016):- Lawrence the writer thinks that relationship

between a male and a female will last it is    a communion of spiritual as well as physical

but in the care of Clara, Paul forgets Clara’s birthday and later declines to marry her.

Even throughout the novel, women are oppressed by men. [1119]

17. San K.P.S. Darmali (2015):- The New Year time wrote in 1926 of Hemmingway first

novel `` no amount of analysis can convey the quality of the sun also rises. It is truly

gripping story, told in a learn hard, athletic narrative prose that but more literary English

to shame`` and also when Hemmingway was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in

1954. It is said that this is for his mastery of the narrative most recently demonstrated in

the old man and the sea, and for the influence that he has exerted on contemporary style.

as many of the literature writers Hemingway also deals with popular theme of American

literature such as love , war wilderness and loss [page no 126]

18. Alla Abdul Malik Ahid and Dr Karuna D.k (2015):- Alone on the sea Santiago

continuously struggles to find hope in several seemingly hopeless situations. The old man

exemplifies Hemingway `s ideal of exhibiting ‘’ grace under pressure ‘’ as he refuses to

submit to the over whelming obstacles presented by the sea  Santiago , attitude seems to

be that although  he is faced with tragedy – as everyone –is sooner or later in life – he

will not cease struggle relying on memories of his youth , nears of the great DiMaggio’s

recovery from injury and thoughts of the boy , Santiago find the strength to physically

and emotionally carry on throughout the story. [page 241]

19. Dr Shanker Dhurav (2015) through the novel Old Man and The Sea –Earnest

Hemingway emphasizes that life is nothing but a game of struggle in which it is not

necessary that the fruit of struggles will always be material success. [115]

20. Jamal Subhi Ismall Nafi (2015):- Lawrence`s pattern in this novel is conceived not as

social or moral drama, but as psychic drama. page 7



21. Dr Pasari Priyanka (2015):- Lady Chatterley`s Lover which is regarded as the most

sensational novel by DH Lawrence published in Italy came into London quite secretly

and under expurgated versions in 1932 only after Lawrence `s death in 1930. . It

contained highly detailed description   of sexual union. Lawrence describes about the

relationship between wife and husband and lover and beloved. The relationship between

man and woman is the main dominant theme in his novels. [page 56]

22. Rose Kristin Elizabeth (2015) Lawrence, central male figures in women in love,

represents the complications of modernism and modernity writ large. The artistic and

social movements to make it new ‘.’ in opposition to tradition and obligation    as well as

the developing modernity in the era of western industrialization and ``expansion

economically and politically into other continents’’ respectively crucial to complete

modern ideology. Page I [DH Lawrence `s death eaters in women in love] humanities and

social sciences. Fall 2015 volume 10 c Vanderbilt university board of trust [1-9

23. Fatima Sultan Sheikh (2014):- Sons and Lovers is said to have gained immense

popularity due to the unbreakable bond between Paul morel and  Gertrude   morel that

slowly converts from beautiful a mother – son relationship into the demonic from of

possessiveness and domination crippling Paul’s relationship  with other women in his life

when he turns into youth.       Page 231

24. Eyvazi, Mojgan (2014):- Naturalism views an individual as a ‘’ subject to the social

and economic forces in the family, the class, and the milieu into which that person in

born ``. What makes the relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Morel impossible, in addition

to individual difference is the different social. [page 39]

25. Ghazel Abdelfattah (2014):- The social reform that Lawrence advances in the novel

creeps into the reader`s consciousness as the novel unfolds. The cross- caste affair of

melons and Connie bears the seeds of more fulfilling society that acknowledge the value

of the individual.  Page 14

26. Kaithal  (2014):- Through the alienation of different character in the novel the sun also

rises , Hemingway `s intention is not to present a sordid and pessimistic picture of the

society ;  rather he emphasizes the persistent struggle in life in order to cope with the

hostile forces of society. [page 969]



27. Press Maple (2013):- In fact said Birkin because that relation between man and woman

is made the supreme and exclusive relationship, that `s where all the tightness and

meanness and insufficiency came in. page 436 book women in love by d. h Lawrence

www.maple.com.in

28. Neha (2013):- The quality of man relationship determines the quality of his life. Among

the human relationship man and woman relationship is the most important for humanity.

the man-woman relationships was the dominant theme of Lawrence`s major novels

particularly The Sons and Lovers page 6

29. Niazi Nozar (2013):- At the end of the novel , the conflict  in Paul’s mind is brought out

very effectively through the contrasting patterns of life –death and light –darkness . there

is an implied comparison between positive and negative , optimism and ,  pessimism ,

hope and despair [121]

30. Chakraberty Puja (2013) Over the years, a lot of research has been done upon the ripe

field of the bible that is its symbolism and influence in the old man and the sea. [page

443]

31. Dr Debata Pardeep Kumar (2013) In addition to the battle scenes, in a farewell to arms

tells about life within the warring factions. It describes the bleak features of war and the

emotionless farewell between Henry and his Catherine. Henry is a great soldier. But he

basically represents the family man which is called on to defend his country and in so

doing, loses his wife. His figures convey a sense of grandeur and power, and arouse

strong emotions in many spectators, in size strength and emotional intensity; these figures

go beyond real people. [page 110]

32. Mohammad AnSari Shaukat (2012) the popular reception of the novel comes from its

part parable, part eulogy style –recollecting a boy –gone age in this spiritual quest for

discovery. Touching and powerful in turns the story is told in Hemingway `s simple,

brittle style. [page 1]

33. Abu Saleh Md. Rafi (2012):- A part from the monetary matter, succumbing to the

traditionalists, Victorian views of the gender –roles also could not provide the meaning

their lives. the young men and women of the lost  generation’’  also experimented gender

binaries by transgressing their traditional gender spheres where men began to take on

behaviors’ typically considered feminist while women began to take on behaviors’



typically considered `` feminine ‘’ while women began to take on behaviors typically ``

masculine’’. [page 9    ]

34. Shen Jingnan (2012):- Theory and practice in language studies in the novel the sun also

rises, earnest Hemingway describes a couple that share a very strange and distant kind of

love for each other. this story takes place immediately often the first world war , a time of

great hardship [[page 1729]

35. Dr Sairaha Pramod Mai, Kumar Brajesh Gupta (2012):- DH Lawrence said in his

book ``. Sex, literature, and censorship. `` Love is the happiness of the world. But

happiness is not the whole of fulfillment. Love is a coming together without an

equivalent going as under

36. Muthana Makki Ma Hammed (2011) Hemingway `s protagonist is hybrid of the

modern type and the classical and Santiago is a poor Cuban fisherman an everyman of

poor society; a model the classists world unlikely use as a protagonist since they sought

to represent figure of high social as political stature. Yet the character `s individual

superior and sometimes heroic qualities world fit him into the classical mould. Page 2

37. Abrams and Harpham (2005) in their glossary of literary terms see that a primitives’

acts on the pulse of instinct. human culture thought, and the complexity of modern

civilized society are all artificialities   that degenerate man`s morality and spoil his inner

goodness. Santiago valuates the instincts and the passions over thought and     reason and

the freedom of expression over silence and repression. page 253]

38. Abrams and Harpham (2005) In their glossary of literary terms see that a primitives’

acts on the pulse of instinct human culture thought, and the complexity of modern

civilized society are all artificialities   that degenerate man`s morality and spoil his inner

goodness. Santiago valuates the instincts and the passions over thought and     reason and

the freedom of expression over silence and repression. page 253]

39. Dalal D.s (2005):- A moments, Lawrence showed the importance of sex through reversal

and the in –built irony page 9

40. Lal Ramji (2001) His range of subject matter is not wide and he returns again and again

to the same kind of material but he has explored it honestly and thoroughly. He took for

his themes some of the central experiences of his own generation and the generation that

followed, which were bred in an age of devastating was and violence, when the



traditional values were disrupt and the meaning of existence obscured for many people.

[page 18]


